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hitfilm 2 has a good feature set, and you should definitely consider it. personally, ive chosen to use hitfilm 2 pro for editing longer projects. i can use it easily on the go. although i prefer to use after effects, i find hitfilm 2 to be a great editing app. it isnt too easy, but it works great, and it is one of the
cheapest apps to use. if youre looking for an easy to use and extremely powerful video editor for editing up to 60 seconds of video. hitfilm 2 pro is the app for you. from there, hitfilm 2 pro features can be modified in the final options menu for hitfilm 2 lite. hitfilm 2 lite is not meant to be an editing tool. its
intended purpose is to help you find and learn hitfilm 2 pro. if you need a simple app to move clips around the screen quickly, that is hitfilm 2. hitfilm 2 pro is a powerful, more powerful editing tool. i think hitfilm 2 is a nice app. i think it was a little better than after effects not that long ago. hitfilm 2 lite is
also a nice app. it doesnt have the same complex tools as hitfilm 2 pro, but its easy to use, and works well with hitfilm 2 lite. there is no excuse for using mocha with hitfilm. one of the goals for hitfilm 2 was to make the transition to hd editing easier for editors that were used to working in hd. if youre going
into hd, you probably have a camera on a tripod, or on a light-stand, and will be shooting in hd. and you probably have a computer that has enough horsepower to handle editing in hd. you might even own a 4k monitor. but if youre going into hd and planning on shooting in 720p, perhaps in 60i, you need to
make sure that youre using mocha. none of that can be done with hitfilm.
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hitfilm 2019-2021.3 was a single install model, with express and pro as two separate programs. no longer can you install express and pro for this model on the same machine. this model does not share system folders with any previous version. activations for these versions are no longer being issued. your
hf 2019 license is not valid for this model. hitfilm 2011-2017 was a single install model, with express and pro as two separate programs. there were different versions of express and pro, but each program just updated over itself. each version shared system folders. it was possible to install express and pro
on the same machine, but you couldn't install two revisions of either program. you could install hf express 2011.1 or 2011.3, not both. the activation license for these versions allowed you to install any version you chose from this model. these had their own add-on store and add-ons from these versions do

not carry over to the current model. activations for these versions are no longer being issued. your hf 2011 license is not valid for this version. hf 2018 is one of the few products that you can still download and install. it uses the same license key, and gives you all the features of any other express or pro
version. you can download the latest version here and install it over your existing version. in the commercial video industry, the place of hitfilm is quite specific. hitfilm has its own marketplace, which integrates with the stock systems of fcp and premiere. go to https://www.hitfilm.com, click marketplace,

and pay the system specific price. 5ec8ef588b
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